AGENDA

House Committee on Appropriations
Monday, May 9, 2022
Committee Room 5
9:00 a.m.

Chairman: Jerome "Zee" Zeringue
Vice Chairman: Francis C. Thompson

Staff:  Dazia Briscoe, committee administrative assistant
       Stephanie Little, attorney

I. CALL TO ORDER

II. ROLL CALL

III. BUSINESS

_____ HB 78  ZERINGUE  FISCAL CONTROLS  Provides relative to the state's annual comprehensive financial report

_____ HB 100  DESHOTEL  FUNDS/FUNDING  Provides relative to the Avoyelles Parish Local Government Gaming Mitigation Fund

_____ HB 494  ROMERO  ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES  Provides relative to brewery operations

_____ HB 524  LYONS  EXCEPTIONAL PERSONS  Establishes a program for needs assessment and coordination of services for people with disabilities affected by disasters

_____ HB 526  EDMONDS  SCHOOLS/FINANCE  Requires school boards to post certain fiscal information on their websites

_____ HB 692  LARVADAIN  INSURANCE DEPARTMENT  Provides for the Louisiana Named Storm Insurance Fraud Prevention Authority

_____ HB 707  DUPLESSIS  CRIMINAL/RECORDS  Provides relative to the expungement of criminal records

_____ HB 909  EDMONDS  CHILDREN/DCFS  Establishes a continuum of care program for certain pregnant women and parents of young children

_____ HB 933  STAGNI  NURSING HOMES  Provides relative to emergency preparedness among licensed nursing homes

_____ HB 958  MILLER, D.  HEALTH CARE/PROVIDERS  Provides for licensure and regulation of nurse staffing
agencies by the Louisiana Department of Health

HB 1018  EDMONDS  FUNDS/FUNDING  Establishes the Temporary Sales Tax Fund and provides for deposit of certain state sales tax revenue into the fund

HCR 23  HARRIS, LANCE  SCHOOLS/FINANCE-MFP  Provides for legislative approval of the MFP formula for FY 2022-2023

SB 3  ALLAIN  COASTAL RESOURCES  Provides for distribution of monies collected from enforcement actions of coastal use permits. (8/1/22)

SB 23  ALLAIN  NATURAL RESOURCES DEPT  Provides for the deposit of monies into the Oilfield Site Restoration Fund. (gov sig)

SB 48  REESE  FUNDS/FUNDING  Provides for changes to the Water Sector Program. (gov sig)

SB 260  HEWITT  FUNDS/FUNDING  Provides relative to the Community and Family Support System Fund. (8/1/22)

IV. ANNOUNCEMENTS

V. ADJOURNMENT

Any person who does not feel comfortable giving testimony in person may submit a prepared statement in accordance with House Rule 14.33 in lieu of appearing before the committee:

A. Any interested person or any committee member may file with the committee a prepared statement concerning a specific instrument or matter under consideration by the committee or concerning any matter within the committee's scope of authority, and the committee records shall reflect receipt of such statement and the date and time thereof.

B. Any person who files a prepared statement which contains data or statistical information shall include in such prepared statement sufficient information to identify the source of the data or statistical information. For the purposes of this Paragraph, the term "source" shall mean a publication, website, person, or other source from which the data or statistical information contained in the prepared statement was obtained by the person or persons who prepared the statement.

NOTE: Statements emailed to h-app@legis.la.gov and received prior to noon on Friday, May 6, 2022, will be distributed to the committee members prior to the meeting.

PLEASE SUBMIT A WITNESS CARD TO THE COMMITTEE ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT BEFORE THE MEETING BEGINS IF YOU WANT TO TESTIFY BEFORE THE COMMITTEE.